
What’s new in Renal Supportive Care?

What’s happened from Jan 2016 to now ?



After much discussion, debate, and research, the Oxford Dictionaries Word of the 

Year 2016 is post-truth – an adjective defined as:

‘relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential 

in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief’.



‘Post-progress’ suggests that technical ability and more and more 

interventions, while they extend wanted life for many, also bring with 

them existential quandaries about one’s own relationship to medicine, 

to suffering, to more life, and of the apparent control that can be 

exercised over the timing of death.

-Sharon R. Kaufman,

Kaufman, S.R. Ordinary Medicine. Duke University Press, Chapel Hill, NC; 2015

‘Post-progress’



Survival with Dialysis
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Prevalent Dialysis Patients - Australia
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Dialysis Survival perspective – Australian Data

Overall 5 year survival rates

• prostate cancer  92% 

• breast cancer 89%

• renal cancer 72% 

• RRT in Australia

• aged 45-64 69% 

• bowel cancer 66%

• Heart failure 52%

• dialysis in Australia

• aged 65-74 48% 

• ovarian cancer 43% 

• dialysis in Australia

• aged 75-84 33%

• lung cancer < 14% 

Data from the Cancer Council of Australia (www.cancer.org.au) and 

ANZDATA 2016 (www.anzdata.org.au); Heart Failure from JAMA. 2004; 292(3):344.
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Can we predict a patient’s 

survival on dialysis?



• Developed model based on ANZDATA patients  >15 yrs. old 2000 – 2009

• Validated based on ANZDATA 2009-2011

• External validation using UK renal registry

Monash, Australia, and UK data



6% died within 6 months

• older

• More co-morbidities

Ivory et al. NDT 2017



Factors in predictive model

1. Older age

2. Underweight

3. COPD

4. PVD 

5. Cerebrovascular disease (esp. age < 60)

• Performed better than some other models and useful 

for Australian data but not validated externally

Ivory et al. NDT 2017





Factors associated with mortality

• 362 HD patients; 116 deaths

• 32% died over median of 2.6 years

• Factors:

– Age

– Lower albumin

– Higher co-morbidity index

– Higher symptoms (POS-S Renal)

– Lower health status (EQ 5D and EQ VAS)

• 55% died over median 2.1 years if:

– age >60 

– reported problems with self-care, ADLs, mobility

• Surprise Question (12 months) did NOT discriminate

Sexton et al. 





Cohen Model (Touchcalc) : 
Survival across quartiles of predicted risk. 

Lewis M. Cohen et al. CJASN 2010;5:72-79

©2010 by American Society of Nephrology

1. Age

2. Dementia

3. PVD

4. Albumin

5. SQ

512 HD patients 

across 5 Units



6 month mortality prediction

• Canadian dialysis registry : background

– Patients > 75 the major group starting dialysis

• 5 yr. survival only 27%

• Tested Cohen model in 374 HD patients

– Mean age 68

– 45% ‘not surprised’

– 127 (34%) died in 2 years from SQ

– 11.5% died in first 6 months after SQ

Forzley et al. Palliative Medicine. 2017



Discrimination in Canadian cohort not as strong as in original USA cohort

Authors’ concern:

If the model over-estimates death risk then having conversations about 

withdrawal of dialysis may cause unnecessary distress & harm

But may be a good tool to aid initiating ACP discussions

Model performs well at group but not individual level



Alberta, Canada

2,200 patients starting dialysis age >65; 17% died within 6 months

• Age > 80

• Hospitalisation in prior 6 months

• CCF

• Starting dialysis ‘early’ (eGFR 10-15)

• Lymphoma, AF, metastatic cancer



Alberta risk model



Uncertainty about survival in elderly dialysis patients

Highlights that predictive tools (usually after dialysis has commenced) from one 

country may not be applicable in another

A score at time of decision making ( dialysis or not) would be of more use

Clinicians need be guarded about applicability of any predictive tool to their patient



The Netherlands

• 123 incident dialysis patients age > 65 assessed by aged care specialist -3 to +2 

weeks starting dialysis

• Average age 76; 75% HD; 20% diabetes; 64% men; 25% acute dialysis start

• Geriatric assessment vs. 6 Frailty screening tools used

• Specialist assessment : 75% Frail. 

• 34% impaired ADLs; 66% some form of cognitive impairment; 

• 35% severe co-morbidities

• 31% depressed

• No frailty test performed well enough to replace geriatric assessment but the latter 

is time consuming



No Frailty measure can replace geriatric assessment

91% PPV but only 48% NPV
i.e. when positive most are frail by 

geriatric assessment but when negative 

about half may still be frail



Survival without dialysis



• Retrospective; single centre; 2004-14; age >70

• 107 chose conservative management (age 83); 

• 204 RRT (age 76), p<0.001

• CM included nurses, dieticians, social workers

• Davies co-morbidity score assessed:

• IHD, LV function, PVD, malignancy, diabetes, COPD, CT disease

• Mean GFR at decision time – 15 in CM, 13 in RRT

• Co-morbidities similar ( 33% >3 co-morbidities; 75% heart disease)

The Netherlands. CJASN. April. 2016



Survival advantage lost if >80 yrs. old

Median 2.1 yrs.

Median 1.4 yrs.



• Median survival in CM patients from time of modality choice = 18 months

• Brown et al. = 16 months

• Wong et al. = 23 months

• Kwok et al (2016) = 16 months

• Carson = 14 months

• Murtagh = 18 months

• Survival advantage lost if > 80 in this study

• Hussein et al. = similar

• Chandna et al. & Murtagh et al. = survival advantage lost if >75 and severe co-morbidity

The Netherlands. CJASN. April. 2016



PINOT study patients  enrolled over 3 months 2009 followed over 3 years

From 66 Renal Units in Australia – dialysis, transplant, CM patients

102/721 (14%) conservative care – mean age 79 vs 61 yrs.



8% commenced dialysis (5 died)

21% (vs. 4%) had a documented ACP



247 / 721 (34%) died 

By 1 yr. 40% CM vs. 13% RRT

By 2 yrs. 58% CM vs. 20% RRT

Among the 247 who died, 57% CM received specialist Palliative Care vs. 26% RRT



Summary – Australian data

1. <10% who choose CM switch to RRT in 3 years

2. 1 in 5 CN patients with ESKD (eGFR <15) still alive after 3 years

3. For whole cohort factors associated with death

– Older Age

– Low serum albumin at start

– CM (vs. RRT)

4. Those managed with RRT who died less likely to receive Palliative Care except 

in last week of life

5. Most common cause of death in RRT was withdrawal from dialysis

6. 43% of Australian nephrology trainees feel well trained in RSC



Survival with and without dialysis

Non-dialysis - Mean age 82 : median survival 1.4 years St. George hospital data

ABS expected survival from age 82 = 7.5 yrs. men, 9.9 yrs. women

St George data : No Survival 

advantage with dialysis if:

• age >75;  and 

• 2 or more co-morbidities 

(one being CCF or IHD)

Age at start of dialysis Median, years

75-84 3.3

85+ 2.1

ANZDATA Median Survival on Dialysis by Age*

*ANZDATA 2016









Challenges to Nephrologists re Consent

1. Awareness

• Nephrologists’ knowledge and understanding of the law of 

consent (for dialysis)

2. Preparedness

• Nephrologists’ willingness to expand consent conversations 

beyond mechanical aspects of dialysis, to include:

• Prognosis

• QOL

• Aspects of life that matter most to the patient

• The option of conservative non-dialysis management



33,000 patients (USA) in hospital who had Palliative Care consult

3% (1050) for Renal patients, 97% other conditions – cancer, heart, lung, neuro

mean age both groups 72

Renal group LESS pain & SOB

Significant increase in NFR status after consultation (30 to 69%)



Small numbers of moderate to severe symptoms in this renal cohort

Anxiety improved by Palliative Care consultation?

Message from the study: 

Renal patients in USA benefit as much as anyone else from Palliative Care 

consultation



Summary 2016 to 2017

• We have more data about survival

– On dialysis

– Off dialysis

• Many Non-dialysis ESKD patients live longer than expected

• This should aid discussions 

• We have predictive tools

– Most only valid for individual patients at a local level

– Common markers of poor prognosis

• Most patients on a non-dialysis pathway will not change to dialysis

• ACP remains difficult but is getting greater attention

• Palliative care consults worthwhile for renal patients



‘Post-progress’ suggests that technical ability and more and more 

interventions, while they extend wanted life for many, also bring with 

them existential quandaries about one’s own relationship to medicine, 

to suffering, to more life, and of the apparent control that can be 

exercised over the timing of death.

-Sharon R. Kaufman,

Kaufman, S.R. Ordinary Medicine. Duke University Press, Chapel Hill, NC; 2015

Ethics and ‘Post-progress’




